Abstract. Message sequence charts (MSCs) and di erent kinds of extensions like high-level message sequence charts (HMSCs) and nested message sequence charts (nMSCs) are popular formalisms for the speci cation of asynchronously communicating processes. An important concept in this context are the channel-bu ers between communicating processes. Since real systems impose limitations on the capacity (or speed) of communication links, we consider the size of these bu ers as a computational resource, similar to memory in classical computing devices. We introduce four di erent measures for bu er sizes and investigate for each of these measures the complexity of deciding whether a given MSC (HMSC, nMSC) satis es a given bound on the bu er size. The complexity of these problems varies between the classes P, NP, and coNP.
Introduction
Message sequence charts (MSCs) and high-level message sequence charts (HMSCs) are popular visual formalismsfor the speci cation of communicationof asynchronous processes, where most of the details (variables, timing constraints, etc) are abstracted away. An important aspect for implementing such speci cations is the size of the channel bu ers used by the communicating processes. Since real systems impose limitations on the capacity (or speed) of communication links, we view the size of these bu ers as a computational resource similar to memory in classical computing devices. In this paper we introduce four di erent measures for bu er sizes of (H)MSCs. These measures result from two orthogonal dimensions: In the rst dimension we require that all linearizations of an MSC M have to satisfy a certain bu er bound (8-boundedness), respectively at least one linearization of M has to respect the bound (9-boundedness). In the second dimension we distinguish between measuring the bu er size as the number of undelivered messages over all channels (global boundedness), respectively as the maximum of the number of undelivered messages in a given communication channel, where the maximum is taken over all channels (local boundedness). Hence we say for instance that a (universally, locally) for MSCs are de ned similarly. All these notions can be extended to HMSCs, by referring to all executions of an HMSC. We also consider the channel boundedness problem for nested MSCs (nMSCs). Nested MSCs are MSCs de ned hierarchically, similar to straight-line expressions. We note that the notion of universal-local-boundedness corresponds to the notion of channel-boundedness used in 2, 3, 6, 7] in the context of regular MSC-languages. For each of our four measures we investigate the complexity of deciding whether a given (H)MSC or nMSC satis es a given bound on the bu er size. The complexity of these problems varies between the classes P, NP, and coNP, see Table 1 in Section 7 for a summary of our results.
Preliminaries
We assume that the reader has some basic knowledge of computational complexity, in particular regarding the classes NL (nondeterministic logarithmic space), P (deterministic polynomial time), NP (nondeterministic polynomial time) and co-NP (complements of of NP-problems), see 9] for more details.
Message sequence charts
A linearization of a partial order (A; <) is a linear order on A that extends the partial order <. It is written as a word over A, where every a 2 A occurs exactly once. A message sequence chart (MSC) M is a tuple (E; P; ; t; m; <), where { E is a (countable) set of events. { P is a nite set of processes.
{ : E ! P associates with each event e a process (e) on which e occurs. { t : E ! fS; Rg associates with each event a type. Events in t ?1 (S) (resp. t ?1 (R)) are called send (resp. receive) events.
{ m : t ?1 (S) ! t ?1 (R) is a bijection. A pair (s; m(s)) with s a send event is also called a message from process p = (s) to process q = (m(s)). The channel type of s (resp. m(s)) is de ned as S(p; q) (resp. R(p; q)). The channel type of e 2 E is denoted ct(e). { < is a partial order on E, also called the visual order of M, such that for each process p 2 P the restriction <j ?1 (p) of < to the events on p is a linear order (either nite or of type !) and furthermore < is equal to the transitive closure of p2P <j ?1 (p) f(s; m(s)) j s 2 t ?1 (S)g.
Often MSCs are further restricted to satisfy the FIFO-condition, which means that whenever there are two send events s 1 and s 2 with ct(s 1 ) = ct(s 2 ) and s 1 < s 2 then also m(s 1 ) < m(s 2 ), i.e, message overtaking on any channel is disallowed. A channel is a pair (p; q) of distinct processes. The MSC de nition may also take message names into account. The complexity results in this paper mostly hold independently of the FIFO-restriction (respectively whether message names are allowed or not). This is due to the fact that all lower bound proofs in this paper hold under the FIFO-restriction, whereas all upper bound proofs (excepting those for nMSCs) hold without the FIFO-restriction. Let M = (E; P; ; t; m; <) be an MSC. Instead of speaking about pre xes of linearizations of MSCs, it is sometimes more convenient to consider con gurations of MSCs. A con guration C of M is a downward-closed subset C E, i.e., if e < f 2 C then also e 2 C. A pre x of a linearization of M de nes in the obvious way a unique con guration of M. Vice versa, for every con guration C of M there exists at least one pre x K of a linearization of M such that K de nes C. Let C be a con guration of M. The number of messages (s; r) in M with s 2 C and r 6 2 C is denote by gus(C; M) (globally unmatched sends). The maximum over all channels (p; q) of the number of messages (s; r) in M with ct(s) = S(p; q), ct(r) = R(p; q), s 2 C, and r 6 2 C is denote by lus(C; M) (locally unmatched sends). Note that M is 8 b glob -bounded (resp. 8 b locbounded) if and only if for every con guration C of M it holds gus(C; M) b (resp. lus(C; M) b).
Let M 1 = (E 1 ; P; 1 ; t 1 ; m 1 ; < 1 ) and M 2 = (E 2 ; P; 2 ; t 2 ; m 2 ; < 2 ) be two MSCs over the same set P of processes, where furthermore E 1 \ E 2 = ; and M 1 is nite. Then the concatenation of M 1 and M 2 is the MSC M 1 M 2 = (E 1 E 2 ; P; 1 2 ; t 1 t 2 ; m 1 m 2 ; <), where < is the transitive closure of < 1 < 2 f(e 1 ; e 2 ) j e 1 2 E 1 ; e 2 2 E 2 ; 9p 2 P : 1 (e 1 ) = 2 (e 2 )g. An HMSC is a tuple H = (V; !; P; ; v), where V and P are nite sets, ! V V , maps every node u 2 V to a nite MSC (u) over the set of processes P, and v 2 V is the initial node. The MSC-language L(H) de ned by H is the set of all MSCs (u 1 ) (u 2 ) (u 3 ) , where u 1 = v and u 1 ! u 2 ! u 3 ! is a ( nite or in nite) maximal path in (V; !). We impose the restriction that for every node u 2 V there exists a path from v to u in (V; !). Of 
Pebble games
As we will see in Section 3 there is a tight connection between the existential-global boundedness problem and pebble games on directed graphs. In this section we recall the notion of pebble game and state the results used for the boundedness problem.
Let G = (V; E) be a nite directed acyclic graph (dag) with node set V and edges E V V . For two game-con gurations C 1 ; C 2 V and a node v 2 V we write C 2 = C 1 _ fvg whenever C 2 = C 1 fvg and v = 2 C 1 , i.e., C 2 is the disjoint union of C 1 and v. A move in G is a pair (C 1 ; C 2 ) of game-con gurations such that one of the following three cases holds:
(1) There exists a node w 2 C 1 with C 2 = C 1 nfwg. (2) There exists a node v 2 C 2 such that C 2 = C 1 _ fvg and for all u 2 V with (u; v) 2 E it holds u 2 C 1 . (3) There exist nodes w 2 C 1 , v 2 C 2 such that (w; v) 2 E, C 2 = (C 1 nfwg) _ fvg, and for all u 2 V with (u; v) 2 E it holds u 2 C 1 . More precisely we say that (C 1 ; C 2 ) is an i-move, i 2 f1; 2; 3g, if case (i) in the enumeration above holds. Let b 2 N. We say that the graph G can be b-pebbled if there exists a sequence C 1 ; C 2 : : : ; C n V of game-con gurations such that the following holds: { C 1 = C n = ; { jC i j b for 1 i n { (C i ; C i+1 ) is a move for 1 i < n. { For every node v 2 V there exists exactly one i 2 f1; : : : ; n ? 1g such that v 6 2 C i and v 2 C i+1 .
We say that the graph G can be b-pebbled without the move rule if there exists a sequence C 1 ; C 2 : : : ; C n V such that the following holds { C 1 = C n = ; { jC i j b for 1 i n { (C i ; C i+1 ) is a 1-move or a 2-move for 1 i < n. { For every node v 2 V there exists exactly one i 2 f1; : : : ; n ? 1g such that v 6 2 C i and v 2 C i+1 .
In 10] the following theorem was shown. 
Bounded communication in nite MSCs
For the local channel boundedness question we can argue by considering some additional ordering on events. Let us x a bound b and an MSC M = (E; P; ; t; m; <).
We de ne a binary relation on E as follows. We let r s whenever for some channel (p; q) and some i 1 we have that s is the (i + b)-th send of channel type S(p; q), whereas r is the i-th receive of channel type R(p; q). edges that are adjacent to the node v. The process names labeling the message arrows specify the source and target processes of the corresponding messages. Note that < is indeed acyclic, for instance the sends of the messages from (u; v) to v in must precede the sends of the messages from (v; w) to w in , with (u; v); (v; w) edges of the dag. Moreover, it is easy to check that M(G) respects the FIFO-restriction.
The crucial point of our construction is that the restriction < j V V of the visual order < of M(G) to the set V V E is precisely the transitive closure of the relationẼ from Lemma 1.
Claim 1: If G can be b-pebbled without the move rule then M(G) is 9
(b+1) globbounded. Assume that G can be b-pebbled without the move rule by a sequence of moves. We translate each move into a sequence of events, such that the resulting sequence of events is a linearization of M which is globally-bounded by b + 1.
Consider a move (C 1 ; C 2 ). If C 2 = C 1 _ fvg, i.e., node v is pebbled in the move, then we execute the following sequence of events: For the universal-global-boundedness we can also obtain a polynomialsolution using ow theory: In order to show coNP-hardness we will reduce NAE-SAT (not-all-equal-SAT) to the complement of our problem. We consider a collection of m clauses C = fC 1 ; : : : ; C m g each of length three, over variables fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g and we want to nd out whether there is a variable assignment such that for each clause C i , the literals of C i do not have the same value. We will construct an HMSC H such that for a given bu er (A; B) of H there is an execution with more than 2 sends in this bu er if and only if there is an assignment as above for C. For every bu er di erent from (A; B) each execution of H will contain at most one message for that bu er, so bu ers di erent from (A; B) will be universally bounded by 1.
The graph underlying H has almost the same shape as in Theorem 6. We vertex v i stands for x i true, whereas v i stands for x i false. The HMSC H uses processes A; B and processes P j;1 ; P j;2 ; P j;3 ; P j;4 , N j;1 ; N j;2 ; N j;3 ; N j;4 for j 2 f1; : : : ; mg ranging over the clauses. We denote as P j -group the processes in P j;1 ; P j;2 ; P j;3 ; P j;4 , and as N j -group the processes in N j;1 ; N j;2 ; N j;3 ; N j;4 . The initial node v contains two messages from A to B, followed by one message from B to each of P j;1 and N j;1 . Each node v i contains a message in the P j -group for every clause C j where x i occurs positively, and a message in the N j -group for every clause C j where x i occurs negatively. Precisely, assume that x i is the rst literal in C j . Then v i contains a message from P j;1 to P j;2 . If x i is the second literal of C j then v i contains a message from P j;2 to P j;3 . Finally, if x i is the third literal of C j then v i contains a message from P j;3 to P j;4 . Here, the ordering of the literals in each clause has to respect the order x 1 ; : : : ; x n of the variables. We de ne analogously the messages from N j;l to N j;l+1 in v i , for each C j containing x i . Finally for the messages in v i we switch the roles of P j and N j . The nal node v 0 is labelled by messages from each of P j;4 , N j;4 to A, followed by a message from A to B. Note that paths from v to v 0 correspond precisely to variable assignments. Moreover, for a given path, the second receive of type R(A; B) precedes in the visual order the third send of type S(A; B) if and only if there is a clause C j in which all literals have the same value, if and only if there is some j and a <-path either from P j;1 to P j;4 , or from N j;1 to N j;4 . But this is exactly the case where C is not satis ed as an NAE-SAT instance. u t Let us remark that a simple extension of the construction from the previous proof also shows that it is coNP-complete, whether a given HMSC is 8 b loc -bounded for some b, i.e., whether it is locally strongly connected. For this we have to add an edge from the nal node v 0 back to the initial node v. Furthermore we have to add con rm messages that ensure that only the bu er (A; B) may contain an arbitrary number of undelivered messages. For this we simply con rm each message from a process p to q where (p; q) 6 = (A; B) directly by a message from q back to p.
Local Boundedness and Nested MSCs
A nested MSC (nMSC) M 1 is de ned by a sequence of modules (M k ) 1 k m . Each module M k is de ned as an MSC to which we add references to modules M i with k < i m, by specifying the start and end of each reference to M i on the process lines belonging to M i . We use the de nition of 1], where messages are restricted to be matched on the same hierarchy level (in particular, we don't consider ports), but they can cross submodules (see gure below). This de nition is analogous to the notion of straight-line expressions, where any expression may use in its de nition sub-expressions that were previously de ned. The derivation tree of an nMSC is de ned in the obvious way. An nMSC de nes an MSC obtained by replacing inductively each reference by the MSC it de nes. We denote by the (transitive) inclusion relation between modules, i.e., the transitive closure of the relation M i M k , where M k contains a reference to M i . Let P(M k ) be the set of processes of the MSC de ned by M k . Note that if M i M k then P(M i ) P(M k ). Thus, if M k contains a message (s; r) from p to q that crosses a reference M i , i > k, (i.e., p; q are processes of M i and s precedes the beginning of M i on p, whereas r succeeds the end of M i on q), then M i cannot contain any message from p to q, unless the FIFO-restriction is violated. For 1 k m let k (resp. < k ) be the -relation (resp. visual order) associated with the MSC de ned by M k (recall the de nition of in Section 3).
We show in this section that both versions (existential and universal) of the localboundedness problem for nMSCs can be solved in polynomial time, provided that the nMSCs satisfy the FIFO-restriction. Of course, the algorithms must exploit the hierarchy, since nMSCs can be exponentially more succint than the MSCs they de ne (i.e., a module M k may have exponentially many copies in the MSC de ned by M 1 ).
Lemma 7. Let (M k ) 1 k m be an nMSC satisfying the FIFO-restriction. Let 1 i m and let E be the set of events of some copy of the MSC de ned by module M k within the MSC de ned by M 1 . Then 1 \ E = k .
Note that Lemma 7 does not generalize to the case where the nMSC violates the FIFO-restriction. In this case di erent copys of the same module may have di erent local -relations depending on the context in which they appear in the derivation tree. Proof. By Lemma 2 it su ces to verify that the transitive closure of the relation < associated with the MSC de ned by M 1 is acyclic, where = 1 , < = < 1 . Of course, we cannot explicitly generate the -edges, since there can be exponentially many -edges leading out of a copy of M i within M k , or vice versa. By Lemma 8 it su ces to look for a cycle containing at most jPj new -edges.
Let us rst describe how we can compute the set Succ < (e) = ff j e < fg of <-successors of e for any given event e of M 1 . Since this set may be of exponential size, we describe it by a tuple (k p ) p2P of positions, one for each process p. The position k p corresponds to the rst event f 2 ?1 (p) with e < f. Note that if e < f then there exists a chain e = e 1 f 1 < e 2 < f 2 < < f t < e t+1 f t+1 = f with (e i ) = (f i ), m(f i ) = e i+1 , and t < jPj. Here denoted the re exive closure of the visual order <. The computation of Succ < (e) can be performed by induction on t. We start by setting k (e) to the direct successor of e on process (e) and k (m(e)) = m(e) if e is a send, all k p that are not de ned in this way are set to 1. For the inductive step we determine for all k p < 1 and all processes q 6 = p the rst send s of type S(p; q) with s k p , and we compute the minimum between its matching receive and k q . This step can be performed in time O(jPj 3 jMj), where
A similar argument applies when we want to determine whether there is a cycle in <. Suppose that e is an event in M 1 (not necessarily at the highest level), described by the position on its process. We want to compute Succ (< ) + (e) and test whether e 2 Succ (< ) + (e). We start with Succ (< ) + (e) = Succ < (e), represented by the tuple of positions (k p ) p2P . For the inductive step we determine for all k q < 1 and all processes p 6 = q the rst receive r of type R(p; q) with r k q , and we compute the send s of type S(p; q) with r s. By Lemma 7 the existence of the edge r s is determined only by M 1 . Then we compute for each such s the set Succ < (s) and we build the minima with (k p ) p2P on every process. The overall running time is of order O (jPj   4   jMj   2 ).
u t
The proof for the polynomial-time algorithm for universal-local-boundedness can be found in the appendix. 6 Fixed number of processes
In practice, the set of processes of an MSC can be much smaller than the number of messages. Hence we are interested in the complexity of our problem when the number of processes is xed. The main result of this section states that for a xed number of processes all the variants of the channel boundedness problem can be solved in polynomial time (more precisely in nondeterministic logspace). The proofs can be found in the appendix. 7 Summary and open problems graph of the factor (u i ) (u i+1 ) (u j?1 ) of M. Then G must be locally strongly connected. Assume that there exists a message (s; r) in (u i ) (u i+1 ) (u j?1 ) such that s 2 C and r 6 2 C. Since i > m l and j ? 1 < m l+1 , the send s is located on some process p l+1 and the receive r is located on some process q l. Since G is locally strongly connected, there exists a directed path from process q l to process p l + 1 in G. Thus there exists a message (s 0 ; r 0 ) in (u i ) (u i+1 ) (u j?1 ) such that s 0 is located on some process q 0 l and r 0 is located on some process p 0 l+1. Proof. We apply Lemma 3, that is, we check whether there exists some r of channel type R(p; q) such that the send s with r s does not satisfy r < s, where = 1 , < = < 1 . First we compute for each M i and each event e (or start/end of a reference) de ned in M i the future and the past of e within M i . The future Succ i (e) (past Pred i (e), respectively) of e are described as jPj intervals of events, one for each process.
There are two main cases to consider. Suppose that the events r (resp. s) are contained in some copy of the module M i (resp. M j ). The two copies containing r; s are either ordered within the derivation tree of M 1 , or they are incomparable w.r.t. the tree ancestor relation: (1) Suppose rst that the copy of M i is above the copy of M j in the derivation tree.
In particular, M j M i . Then we have to check for every m-th event of type R(p; q) de ned in M i that the (m + b)-th event s of type S(p; q) in M i is such that s 2 Succ i (r). Note that the test is applied to a linear number of events.
If the copy of M i is below the copy of M j in the derivation tree, in particular M i M j , then we use the past of the (m+b)-th event of type S(p; q) and check that it contains the m-th event of type R(p; q). (2) Suppose now that the copies of M i ; M j are incomparable in the derivation tree, and let M k be the lowest common ancestor of these copies. Since M i ; M j both contain events on processes p; q, their copies must be ordered within M k . Furthermore, the copy of M i has to appear before the copy of M j in M k . For r < s to hold in the visual order, there must be some process t in M k such that there is a <-chain from r to s leading through t in M k . u t
Theorem 10
Let P be a xed set of processes. The following problem is in NL:
INPUT: Finite MSC M over the set of processes P, positive integer b.
QUESTION: Is M 9 b glob -bounded?
Proof. Let M = (E; P; ; t; m; <). Our NL-algorithmguesses a sequence ; = C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C n = E of con gurations of M which forms an execution of M. Note that each conguration C i can be stored using jPj many pointers, one for each process in P.
Since P is xed we need only logarithmic space for this. Each time, a new conguration C i is computed non-deterministicely from C i?1 , we calculate gus(C i ; M) from gus(C i?1 ; M), check whether gus(C i ; M) b, and forget the old con guration C i?1 . Since we may assume that b jEj (which we can check at the beginning) we can write down gus(C i ; M) in logarithmic space. loc -bounded). First we show that it can be veri ed in NL, whether H is not locally strongly connected. For this we guess a node u 2 V and a cycle u 1 ! u 2 ! ! u m ! u 1 in (V; !) with u 1 = u. Along the guessing of this cycle, only the current node u i and the communication graph of the MSC (u 1 ) (u 2 ) (u i ) are stored. Since P is xed, we need only constant space in order to store this graph. The communication graph of the MSC (u 1 ) (u 2 ) (u i+1 ) can be easily constructed in logspace from the graph for the MSC (u 1 ) (u 2 ) (u i ). At the end we just have to check whether the communication graph of the whole cycle is not locally strongly connected. Now in order to check whether H is not 8 b glob -bounded, we rst nondeterministically branch into two cases. In the rst case we check in NL whether H is not locally strongly connected, which is possible by the preceding paragraph. In the second case we rst test whether b jPj jV j S(H). If not we reject, otherwise we have to check whether there exists a path v 1 ! v 2 ! ! v n in (V; !) together with a con guration C in the MSC M = (v 1 ) (v n ) such that gus(C; M) > b. It remains to prove that this can be done in NL, the correctness of this procedure follows from Lemma 5. Assume that P = f1; : : : ; jPjg. We will guess the path v 1 ! v 2 ! ! v n , where only the current node v i will be stored. Furthermore we have two variables Q and g, where initially Q = ; and g = 0. The variable Q will store a subset of processes, the variable g will store an integer not larger then b.
Since we already know that b jPj jV j S(H), also the variable g can be stored in logspace. Assume that during the execution of our NL-algorithm we go from node v i?1 to node v i . We update the variables Q and g as follows: First we guess an arbitrary set P 0 PnQ and set Q := Q P 0 . Then we guess for each process p 2 P 0 an event e p of (v i ) which is located on process p. Let C be the set of all events e of (v i ) that are either located on some process in PnQ (here Q refers already to the updated value), or such that e is located on some process p 2 P 0 and lies in the past of e p . We can easily check in deterministic logspace whether C is a con guration of (v i ), for this it is not necessary to construct C explicitly (which would not be possible in logspace). If C is not a con guration of (v i ) then we reject. Otherwise we can easily compute in logspace the value gus(C; (v i )). If g + gus(C; (v i )) > b we immediately accept, otherwise we update g by g := g+gus(C; (v i )) and proceed to the next node v i+1 .
In order to check whether an HMSC H is not 8 b loc -bounded we can proceed similarly.
